
STANDARD FEATURES

 

DRY BULK LINERS
Dry Bulk Liners from Plascon Bulk Packaging are 
used in bulk bags, boxes and bins to provide a 
contaminant-free economical packaging system. A 
variety of specialty !lms are avialable to protect 
moisture and oxygen sensitive products, as well as 
anti-static and conductive !lms for applications 
requiring static control protection. The design 
of a Plascon Bulk Packaging Form-Fit Liner allows 
total !lling capacity and complete discharge with 
minimal entrapment of valuable product. 

One-Piece Construction - Minimizes seals, folds, 
pleats and handling during manfuacturing process. 

Custom Design - Meets different sizing and 
strength requirements. 

Form-Fit Design - Minimize liner stress and 
increase product yeild. 

Single or Multi-Ply - To meet the requirements of 
your product. 

Barrier Films - For customized product protection. 

Rigid Fitments - A wide variety available

Spouted Top and/or Bottom - Simply eliminates 
contamination and con!nes odors. 
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Plascon Bulk Packaging is a quality manufacturer 
with over 25 years experience in providing 
plastic liners to enhance the performance of 
a wide range of containers. All IBC liners are 
manufactured in our state-of-the-art, IMS and cGMP
Certi!ed facility. We take pride in working closely
with our customers to custom-engineer a liner
to meet their application and providing world-class
service and delivery. 

PRODUCT RENDERINGS:
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Spouted top virtually eliminates contamination and con!nes odors. 
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State of the art engineering matches liner to meet your production requirements. 
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Used for securing your liners in place.
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Available on any Form-Fit Liner
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Flexible or Rigid
Heat sealing available
Various diameters and lengths offered
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IMS Certi!ed
Aseptic Packaging
FIBCA Member since 2006
FDA Approved Resins
High Temperature Applications
USP Class VI Certi!ed for Pharmaceutical Applications
High-Barrier and Conductive Films
Class 10,000 Clean Room Manfuacturing Capabilties
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Plascon Bulk Packaging is part of the Plascon Group. Ask about our additional product lines which include: 

Food Solutions - Flexible Packaging and Equipment for the Foodservice and Food Processing industries
Bioprocessing - High tech disposable containers used in biotechnology, pharmaceutical and research applications.
Work Programs - Turn-key programs providing jobs and revenue to community rehabilitation programs and 
                         correctional institutions. 
Blown Films - LLDPE, HDPE, Blended and Biodegradable blown !lms for general packaging applications
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